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INTRODUCTION
As so often before, significant change in one side of the Soviet-U.S.-China triangle points up the need for adjustments in another, as well as the complex impact upon Japan and the other states of Asia.
1
In sum, the heart of the Sino-Soviet conflict remains: Russia wants a weak, relatively isolated China, while China, in turn, is determined to attain security in the short run through ties to the West and Japan, and in the long run by achieving the status of a major --if not dominant --power in Asia. Where once the Russian flag has been raised it must never be lowered.
Emperor Nicholas 19
The Sino-Soviet conflict is not only genuine but rooted deeply in geographic, political and cultural bedrock. It is reported in the Chinese press that Russia is also opening wider its Far East areas to the outside world. The development of these areas will require great amounts of manpower and material.
Heilongjiang Province began to export labor services several years ago and plans to send 25,000 contracted workers to Siberia during the Eighth Five-Year Plan period. Both want to send their best products to hard currency customers.
"We only sell each other things that we can't sell for foreign exchange. ,28
China must also face Russia as a rival for international 9 capital and technology. 
SINO-JAPANESE PERSPECTIVES
"Remembering the past provides a guide to the future," serves to focus old memories and new consciousness on the invasion, with the Nanjing massacre of December 1937 conveying the sharpest image of Japanese brutality --perhaps 300,000 Chinese died --becoming the touchstone of nationalism on both sides. 32
So long as the congruence of economic interests exists between Japan and China, and so long as they share common concern over the Soviet military buildup in Asia, it is reasonable to expect the continuation of Sino-Japanese economic cooperation in the future. 33 The historical heritage of the first half of this century was
Chinese hatred toward Japanese expansion in Asia. Thus China has dual images of Japan --little or no fear in the short term, but genuine concern that the past will be repeated in the future. 53 Perhaps the test will be the Senkaku Island, particularly if oil was actually discovered in that area. In 1978
Deng Xiaoping proclaimed that problem could be handled better by the next generation 54 --oil would change the time table.
CHAPTER 4 ANALYSIS OF THE OPTIONS OF THE UNITED STATES
Fundamentally, Russia will look west and China will look east. 5 5 When their national security is at stake, Americans have been prepared to ally with the devil. 5 6 The 
RECOMMENDATION
The theory, shared even by some Japanese, is that a strong U.S. presence acts as the "cork in the bottle" that prevents Japan from trying to match its army to its economic might. 6 2 What merits attention is that in an atmosphere of relaxation of international tension, Japan shows a growing tendency to build up its military strength, regardless of its military expenditures already ranking third in the world.
Where will an economically expanding Japan be heading for has become a universal concern for Asian Pacific countries. 6 3 As one of our speakers at the recent National Defense University symposium commented: there is no question that China will respond to the decreased power of Russia in Northeast Asia.
The question is really how soon and which side will the United States take.
And in the process of making that decision, the United States must consider Japan's future role in the region as more than just an economic power. happens, it appears that it is in the best interests of the United States for China, and not Japan, to grow in regional power.
